Peters Perfect Ride Report MAY 2019
Sunday the 19th May 2019 Peters Perfect Ride was from Eudunda in the North Mount Lofty Ranges Region / Barossa
Valley Region . Total ride distance 59km. The group met at
Eudunda at 0900am
The group consisted of 6 cyclist of varying fitness levels and
skills, which I will expand on later in the ride report
We commenced riding at 0900am sharp on a crisp morning at
Eudunda where the temperature was 16 degrees at 0900am
and we were led by the leader Peter Harrison who went
through and informed us of our ride, handed out maps and to
make sure that we had adequate hydration facilities on our
bicycles and that we had appropriate wet weather gear as
rain had been forecast for the day that made for a safe journey for the ride participants.

We Headed off in a Easterly Direction from Eudunda with a
gentle slightly downhill ride to warm us up down Deep Creek
Road and this road was quite a exhilarating way to start the
ride

Above: Riders Of The Group Embarking On The
Journey
We were quite lucky on this ride to have Bruno a
fellow club member who grew up in this region as
a child and he was able to fill us all in on the history of the region and the families that settled there
and the difficult times that they endured as
settlers in the region .
Peter also informed the group that there was
great controversy in the early days of the state
when there was a proposal that the main railway
station for the area was to be at Deep Creek rather than Eudunda.

Above: Bruno (pointing) providing very informative information and education to the group on the region. Peter
the ride leader (in blue) assisting Bruno in information
sharing and education
Right: Just one of the great tracks near Peeps Hill that we
were riding on and reflecting on how privileged we were as
cyclists to be out there doing what we do.
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We rode through Peep Hill which was just outside of Goyders
Line. (Surveyed Circa 1865). In 1872 there was a decree that
property could not be used as collateral for a loan for a property if outside Goyders line. Click Link For More Info :https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Goyder%27s_Line
By 1874 there were widespread rains throughout the state
and popular opinion of the day forced the government to
repeal the act and many cropping farmers bought up land in
the area (on credit!).

Above: An old dwelling as Bruno pointed out would have
been constructed around the 18901`s and note the
thatched roof and the logs on the outside of the walls that
were attached to mesh to provide a weight for the roof to
keep it intact

There was then a long drought in the 1880s (proving Goyder
was right!) causing most farmers in the area into liquidation
and off their properties. This resulted in many of the ruined
farm properties in the area.
When you looked closely you could visualize / pick the
change of vegetation that Goyder used in determining the
position of Goyders line.

Right: A gorgeous property that had been abandoned on
the Australia Plains Road.
Below: Inside the property admiring the view of the cyclists going past.
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We climb ed up the escarpment at Point Pass – (just inside
Goyders line!) after inspecting a spring that has been reestablished at the base of the Pass. Apparently this was a stopping
point for the overland stock route from 1838 – 1841
(subsequently the southern route via the Coorong was used
Right Picture of the Spring At Point Pass
Below: The Natural Spring Collection Point that was being
fed further up Point Pass

We stopped and had lunch at this glorious setting prior to
heading up the Pont Pass and climbing up to 550metres
above sea level .
Point Pass has a time capsule located at the spring which is
due to be opened in 2051 which a club ride will be organised to celebrate the opening of the time capsule, bookings
are filling fast for this ride so please contact the ride leader
to reserve your spot and confirm your attendance for 2051
ride .

Left: The History of the water supply to Point Pass.
Below: The once thriving towns facilitities , note:
the time capsule
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We climbed up to the top of point pass and
what a exhilarating view it was and it was all
worth the physical effort of the climb. The
downhill ride from this view was very challenging and required great cycling skills for the
downhill descent due to the conditions of the
track Some experienced riders chose to ride
down the track all the way while other members
of the group decided that safety was paramount
and we walked our bicycles part way down the
track due to the steepness and surface conditions of the track
Above: The inspirational view from 550metres above
sea level.
Right: Bruno and Steve negotiating the down hill track
with caution and skill.
We all made if safely down the track and then we headed
south / east back to Eudunda which was an easy ride as
the roads were good and the downhill continued . Along
the way we did experience a few drops of precipitation
which caused up to throw our rain protection devices on
but it wasn't cold and we had a tail wind which the ride
leader had kindly organized for us on the day after a gold
coin donation was offered.
Peter / Ride Leader also achieved a personal goal on this
ride which was to ride up Point Pass without stopping
and getting off of the pedals which he achieved on the
day. The group was so proud and excited for him on him
achieving his goal.

Left: Peter
the Ride
Leader
after
achieving
his goal
of climbing Point
Pass
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Above: This sign reminds me of the RAA advert and
could be quite easy to get lost out here as too
many Schutz / Shultz roads.

Right: Just when you think you have seen it all you
come across this toilet stop on the road back
into Eudunda. I was too scared to lift the lid
on this one.
Well we all made it safely back to Eudunda and always there is time to avail
ourselves of the local refreshment and
re-hydtrate ourselves and reflect on
what a great ride we have had today
and also to plan for the next ride.
If you are feeling the urge to explore
our great state and you are longing for
some adventure, fun and excitement
and not forgetting the friendship then
come along to next months June ride
Peters Perfect Ride which will be commencing from Waterloo and is titled the
7 Peaks (don’t be put off by the name)
Ride Report By: David Wilson / Club
Member SARCC
Above Left to Right: The Riders / Steve, Kevin, Peter, David (me), Andrew
and Bruno at the end of the ride re-hydrating / and we are still smiling.from the ride
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